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As featured in...I can’t say enough great things about LaTonya! She is
such an amazing speaker and engages with the
audience, so there’s never a dull moment. LaTonya is a
genuinely kind person and her laid back personality
and positive aura make her such a joy to talk to on a
personal or professional level.

Contact us at
info@changecoaches.io

Popular Keynote Topics

Founder of Change Coaches and Author of Leading Below the Surface, LaTonya Wilkins coaches CEOs, senior executives, and teams
around the world. Global leaders typically call LaTonya when they are facing the following challenges: creating psychologically safe
teams, improving connections across differences, effectively coaching their team to create accountability and trust, and building
sustainable cultures of belonging. 

LaTonya is a sought-after coach and keynote speaker who has inspired audiences across industries. She built her career working in
leadership development at Fortune 500 companies before teaching and taking on progressive leadership roles at the University of
Illinois’ Gies College of Business. She is a Lecturer at the Kellogg School of Management at Northwestern University and was named a
2024 LinkedIn Top Voice. LaTonya’s best-selling book Leading Below the Surface: How to Build Real (and Psychologically Safe)
Relationships with People Who Are Different from You was recently featured as a top inclusion book and psychological safety book. Her
undergraduate and MBA students also recognized LaTonya as an excellent instructor.

Find more topics at
changecoaches.io/speaker-latonya-wilkins

LaTonya will deliver a brief presentation
and then participate in a fireside chat
featuring questions from the Leading
Below the Surface  Discussion Guide.

This option requires purchasing a
copy of Leading Below the Surface  for all
participants (available at bulk discount

through Change Coaches).

Fireside Chat
Leading Below the Surface™: Becoming the Leader

that the Future Workplace Demands

How to be a REAL Ally

Elevating Multi-Generational Relationships Through
Leading Below the Surface™

How to Create a Culture of Belonging Through
Leading Below the Surface™

Coaching People Who Are Different from You/
Coaching Below the Surface
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